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[1] We modeled fundamental mode Love and Rayleigh waves to study the seismic
properties of the uppermantle beneath the Reykjanes Ridge. These waves were generated by
regional earthquakes occurring in the North Atlantic to the south of Iceland and were
recorded by stations located on Iceland. Over 12,000 measurements of the phase, group
arrival time, and amplitude of narrow-pass-filteredwaveforms (over the period range of 9.5–
100 s) were used to solve for mantle shear wave velocity structure and anisotropy. In a
vertical plane oriented normal to the ridge axis, the velocity structure contains a broad and
deep low-velocity zone in the upper mantle beneath the ridge. A joint analysis of the seismic
structure with gravity data reveals that the low velocities are consistent with elevated
temperatures (!75!). Our study shows that plumematerial spreads broadly outward beneath
the Reykjanes Ridge from Iceland and is not confined to a narrow lithospheric channel. At
distances >200 km from the ridge, shear wave anisotropy indicates a predominant
horizontal alignment of the fast axes of anisotropic crystals (mainly above 50 km depth),
which can be interpreted as past, horizontal, ridge-perpendicular flow.Within ±200 kmof the
ridge the anisotropy indicates a general vertical alignment of the fast axes or an alignment
such that the fast axes point along the ridge. The transition to this type of anisotropy
coincides with the appearance of increased hot spot–ridge interaction !20 Myr ago,
indicating that plume flow has largely disrupted mantle flow beneath the ridge since that
time.

Citation: Delorey, A. A., R. A. Dunn, and J. B. Gaherty (2007), Surface wave tomography of the upper mantle beneath the Reykjanes
Ridge with implications for ridge–hot spot interaction, J. Geophys. Res., 112, B08313, doi:10.1029/2006JB004785.

1. Introduction

[2] Extensive volcanism at Iceland over the past
55+ million years [Morgan, 1981] is usually ascribed to
the existence of a hot, buoyant, mantle plume [Morgan,
1971; White and McKenzie, 1989; Wolfe et al., 1997; Allen
et al., 1999]. Likewise, along the adjacent Reykjanes and
Kolbeinsey mid-ocean ridges, geochemical [e.g., Schilling,
1973; Fitton et al., 1997;Murton et al., 2002], seismic [e.g.,
Smallwood et al., 1995; White et al., 1995; Pilidou et
al., 2004], and seafloor morphological [e.g., Searle et al.,
1998] evidence for high mantle melt production is usually
attributed to outward flow of plume material beneath these
ridges. Although debate continues over the origin of these
observations [Foulger and Pearson, 2001], seismic tomo-
graphic images reveal a plume-like structure in the upper
mantle beneath Iceland [Wolfe et al., 1997; Foulger et al.,
2000; Allen et al., 2002; Zhao, 2004] and several plume

flow models have been developed to explain Icelandic
volcanism and the observations along the adjacent ridges.
While the observations are most often attributed to sublitho-
spheric spreading of plume material away from Iceland
[Vogt, 1976; Ribe et al., 1995; Ito et al., 1996, 1999; Albers
and Christensen, 2001; Ito, 2001], the exact manner of such
spreading has not been determined.
[3] At least two end-member models have been pro-

posed to describe how a plume might spread outward
beneath the Reykjanes Ridge. They are distinguished by
whether the plume material is preferentially channeled
down the ridge in a lithospheric channel or spreads out
radially beneath the lithosphere. In the channel flow model
[Albers and Christensen, 2001], lithospheric cooling gen-
erates a rheological groove beneath the ridge via thickening
of the lithosphere away from the ridge. Buoyant, low-
viscosity plume material, rising in a narrow conduit beneath
Iceland, is trapped and channeled within this groove. In this
model, low-viscosity plume material is needed to explain
the lateral extent of trace element concentrations [Schilling,
1973, 1985] and large-scale topography and gravity anoma-
lies [White, 1997]. In an alternate model, plume material
spreads out in a radial manner away from Iceland [Ito et al.,
2003]. This may occur if the viscosity contrast between the
plume material and the ambient mantle is less than 2 orders
of magnitude, or if the plume layer thickness is large
compared to the variation in lithospheric thickness. Radial
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spreading may be enhanced by mantle dehydration at the
onset of partial melting, which may fill the lithospheric
groove with higher-viscosity dehydrated plume material
[Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996]. Since the depth of the dehy-
dration/high-viscosity boundary does not change signifi-
cantly away from the ridge axis, lower-viscosity plume
material spreads out radially beneath this boundary [Ito et
al., 1999; Ito, 2001].
[4] We use the multispectral finite-frequency surface

wave tomography method of Dunn and Forsyth [2003] to
examine the anisotropic shear wave structure of the upper
mantle beneath the Reykjanes Ridge and to infer mantle
flow, lithospheric thickness, thermal structure, and melt
distribution in the mantle. We use the results to distinguish
whether plume material flows preferentially beneath the
ridge, spreads out radially, or something in between.

2. Study Area

[5] The study area encompasses the 1000 km long
Reykjanes Ridge and the 400 km section of the Mid-
Atlantic Ridge (MAR) between the Bight and Charlie-Gibbs
fracture zones (Figure 1). This is a slow spreading ridge
with full spreading rates that range from 18.5 mm/yr in the
north, to 20.2 mm/yr in the south [DeMets et al., 1994].
Crustal accretion is symmetric about the ridge [Searle et al.,
1998] even though the spreading direction is oblique to the
strike of the ridge (28! from ridge normal). In a hot spot
reference frame [Gripp and Gordon, 2002], the ridge axis
currently migrates southwest at !2 cm/yr; the North
American plate migrates to the west-south-west at
!2.9 cm/yr and the Eurasian Plate migrates south-south-
west at !1.3 cm/yr.
[6] When compared to other ‘‘normal’’ slow spreading

ridges, the Reykjanes Ridge has many anomalous character-
istics that suggest southward flow of plume material
beneath the ridge. Seafloor morphology, gravity, and seis-
mic measurements of crustal thickness provide first-order
evidence for increased melt generation and associated
mantle temperature or composition anomalies. For example,
the average ocean depth for the MAR is !2.5 km. However,
over a distance of 1350 km the axial depth of the MAR
slowly rises from 2.5 km depth, just south of the Bight
Fracture Zone, to sea level on the Reykjanes Peninsula
[White et al., 1995]. This trend can be explained by a
combination of thickening crust [Smallwood et al., 1995;
Heller and Marquart, 2002] and more buoyant material in
the upper mantle [Heller and Marquart, 2002]. Seismic
estimates of crustal thickness indicate that the crust
increases from 6–7 km thick at a distance of 1500 km from
central Iceland [Whitmarsh and Calvert, 1986], to 8–12 km
under the northern Reykjanes Ridge [Smallwood et al.,
1995], to 38–40 km under central Iceland [Darbyshire et
al., 1998]. An admittance study [Heller and Marquart,
2002] indicates that the ridge is at least partially supported
by low-density material in the asthenosphere.
[7] The general lack of lithospheric segmentation, a

characteristic of the Reykjanes Ridge north of the Bight
Fracture Zone, and an axial high instead of an axial valley,
typical of the Reykjanes Ridge north of 58!500N, are both
signatures of a high melt supply [Talwani, 1971; Keeton et
al., 1997]. Reduced segmentation of the lithosphere also

coincides with the absence of large-amplitude, segment-
scale, mantle Bouguer gravity anomaly variations, as seen
elsewhere on the MAR, and nearly linear magnetic isochrons
out to 10 Myr from the ridge [Searle et al., 1998]. V-shaped
ridges are observed in both bathymetry and gravity data that
flank the ridge axis and are oriented subparallel to the strike
of the spreading axis [e.g., Vogt, 1976; Searle et al., 1998].
These ridges are thought to be caused by pulses of hot
(+30!C) plume material that propagate down the ridge at a
rate ten times faster than the half seafloor spreading rate
[White et al., 1995]. Such pulses have a primary periodicity
of 5–6 Myr [Vogt, 1971; Jones et al., 2002] and generate
2 km of excess crustal thickness [Vogt, 1971; White et al.,
1995; Ito, 2001] and a high density of seamounts [Searle et
al., 1998]. Periods of anomalously high melting beneath
Iceland are correlated with, and may be the cause of, ridge
jumps on Iceland [Jones et al., 2002]. Alternatively, periods
of elevated magma supply may be the result, rather than the
cause, of these ridge jumps [White et al., 1995; Hardarson et
al., 1997]. The current mode of spreading at the Reykjanes
Ridge has been active for only !20 Ma; the previous mode
has no V-shaped ridges, and there is evidence for segmented,
normal (rather than oblique) spreading [Vogt, 1971; Jones et
al., 2002]. This implies that lithosphere >200 km from the
ridge may differ from lithosphere closer to the ridge.
[8] Global tomography models reveal a low-velocity

region in the upper mantle beneath Iceland to at least
400 km in depth and along the adjacent MAR for hundreds
of kilometers [Bijwaard and Spakman, 1998, 1999; Ritsema
et al., 1999; Nataf, 2000;Montelli et al., 2004; Zhao, 2004].
A more detailed regional surface wave study indicates an
elongate low-velocity zone extending beneath both Iceland
and the MAR [Pilidou et al., 2004] that is confined to the
top 200 km of the mantle. Using seismic stations located on
Iceland, shear wave splitting measurements yield anisotropy
patterns that are interpreted as the result of plume material
channeled outward along the ridges [Li and Detrick, 2003;
Xue and Allen, 2005]. However, to date no such observa-
tions exist along the ridges themselves to verify this
interpretation. Seismic anisotropy calculated from Love
and Rayleigh waves traveling along the Reykjanes Ridge
suggests a vertical alignment of the crystallographic fast
axes above 100 km depth, which is interpreted as resulting
from buoyant mantle upwelling [Gaherty, 2001].
[9] High levels of primordial volatiles and incompatible

elements in Reykjanes Ridge basalts suggest a deeper and
more primitive mantle source than for normal MORB. High
3He/4He ratios [Poreda et al., 1986], as compared to normal
MORB, are often ascribed to a primitive mantle source, and
are present along the Reykjanes Ridge to the Charlie-Gibbs
Fracture Zone (a distance of 1700 km from the center of the
hot spot). High 87Sr/86Sr and 206Pb/204Pb, indicators of
mantle enrichment, also support hot spot influence to a
distance of 1700 km from the center of the hot spot south
along the ridge [Taylor et al., 1997]. Major and minor
incompatible elements show the greatest enrichment of
incompatible elements within !800 km of the hot spot
[Murton et al., 2002], nevertheless Reykjanes Ridge lavas
include a contribution of greater than 20% from Icelandic
mantle sources at all distances from the plume center
[Taylor et al., 1997]. The mechanism of melt transport is
not clear from these studies, but it is unlikely that melt is
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channeled down the ridge within the crust, because petro-
logic data show parent melt diversity and a lack of connec-
tivity between crustal magma systems [Murton et al., 2002].

3. Data

[10] The seismic data were recorded on 38 broadband,
three-component seismometers deployed as part of the
ICEMELT and HOTSPOT experiments, as well as one
permanent GSN station (BORG) (Figure 1). The ICEMELT
experiment [Bjarnason et al., 1996] consisted of 15 Streck-
eisen STS-2 instruments, which were installed across Ice-
land during 1993–1995 and recorded at a rate of 10 samples
per second until the autumn of 1996. The HOTSPOT
experiment [Allen et al., 1999] consisted of 30 Guralp
CMG3-ESP, 4 Guralp CMG-40T, and 1 Guralp CMG-3T
instruments, which were installed during the summer of
1996 and recorded at a rate of 20 samples per second until
the summer of 1998. The BORG station contained a
Streckeisen STS-2 instrument [Butler et al., 2004; Aster et
al., 2005] that recorded at 40 samples per second during the
earthquake activity of interest.

[11] Fundamental mode Love (9.5–50 s period) and
Rayleigh (14–100 s period) waveforms were collected from
19 earthquakes that occurred south of Iceland with event-
station distances ranging from 338 km to 1863 km. After
rotation of the horizontal components and correction for
instrument responses, the data were narrow band-pass
filtered with a Gabor filter [Yomogida and Aki, 1985] to
extract discreet fundamental mode wavelets at the center
frequency of the filter. The center frequencies used for
Rayleigh waves were: 0.01, 0.0128, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04,
0.05, 0.053, 0.055, 0.057, 0.060, 0.065, and 0.070 Hz; for
Love waves they were: 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.045 0.050, 0.055,
0.060, 0.065, 0.070, 0.075, 0.080, 0.085, 0.090, 0.100, and
0.105 Hz. The center frequencies were more closely spaced
in regions of the seismic spectrum where phase velocities
changed more rapidly. The data were manually reviewed
and traces with poor signal-to-noise ratios were discarded.
Although the data provide excellent sampling of the mantle
beneath the ridge axis and outward to 350 km east of the
ridge, there is less coverage >250 km west of the ridge since
few large earthquakes occurred to the west during the
recording period.
[12] Initial examination of the data indicates lower veloc-

ities below the ridge than beneath older lithosphere. Appar-
ent group velocities for Love and Rayleigh waves show an
!8% reduction for paths along the ridge versus paths away
from the ridge (Figure 2). Amplitudes of the waveforms
exhibit focusing effects, further indication of a subridge
low-velocity zone. For events located on the ridge, plots of
traces organized in geographic order (west to east) reveal
significantly higher amplitudes for stations located near the
ridge (Figure 3). This focusing effect could result from
lateral refraction of surface wave energy into a low-velocity
zone beneath the ridge axis, which acts as a waveguide that
traps the surface wave energy [Dunn and Forsyth, 2003].
The amplitude focusing cannot be explained by the radia-

Figure 1. (a) Predicted bathymetry map [National
Geophysical Data Center, 1993] of the Reykjanes Ridge
showing the location of the ICEMELT array (squares), the
HOTSPOT array (triangles), and the BORG station of the
Global Seismograph Network (diamond). Also shown are
the locations and focal mechanisms of earthquakes used in
this study. The focal mechanisms are labeled with ‘‘H,’’
‘‘I,’’ and ‘‘B’’ for earthquakes recorded by the HOTSPOT
and ICEMELT arrays and the station BORG, respectively.
The two white vectors with black outlines indicate the
relative spreading of the North American and Eurasian
plates (!1.9 cm/yr). The vector labeled ‘‘NA’’ indicates the
absolute motion of the North American (!2.8 cm/yr) plate,
and the vector labeled ‘‘EU’’ indicates the absolute motion
of the Eurasian plate (!1.3 cm/yr), both in a hot spot
reference frame [Gripp and Gordon, 2002]. The vector
labeled ‘‘R’’ indicates the absolute motion of the plate
boundary (!1.9 cm/yr) in a hot spot reference frame.
(b) Map of Iceland with station names and locations.
Stations labeled with an ‘‘H’’ followed by a number are
HOTSPOT stations. All other stations, with the exception of
BORG, are from the ICEMELT array.
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tion pattern of the source, which in many cases predicts the
opposite effect.

4. Methods

[13] We use the waveform modeling method of Dunn and
Forsyth [2003], which solves for tomographic images of the
anisotropic shear wave velocity structure. This is a two-step
method that first uses the phase, group arrival time, and
amplitude information of the wavelets to solve for Love and
Rayleigh wave phase velocity structure, and then uses the
phase velocities to solve for anisotropic shear wave velocity
structure. Both steps consist of forward calculations of
synthetics and inverse calculations for the solution. Because
most of the surface waves traveled roughly parallel to the
ridge axis, they provide little sensitivity to along-axis

variations in velocity structure. Therefore, except where
otherwise noted, the solution represents an along-axis
average of the ridge velocity structure; the tomographic
images are therefore constructed in a vertical plane oriented
normal to the ridge.
[14] In the first step, the forward problem consists of

computing synthetic wavelets at the stations for a given
phase velocity structure that is defined on a grid extending
1452 km across the ridge (x axis) and 2200 km along the
ridge (y axis). Although modeled phase velocities vary in
both x and y, the y axis variation is due simply to the
bending of the ridge. North of the Bight Fracture Zone, the
ridge is located at y = 0. South of the Bight Fracture Zone,
the ridge has a slight bend such that the ridge is located at
y > 0. In this region, distance from the ridge is measured
from the actual location of the ridge, not y = 0. At any point
along the ridge, the phase velocity structure as a function of
distance from the ridge is the same. The starting phase-
velocity model was derived from phase velocity values of
the Pacific upper mantle [Nishimura and Forsyth, 1988]
using lithospheric ages appropriate for the Reykjanes Ridge.
The initial phase and radiation pattern for each event were
computed from the double couple solution of the earthquake
[see of Aki and Richards, 2002, section 7.5].
[15] For the inverse problem, to reduce the number of

parameters, the phase velocities at each period were fit to a
cubic spline under tension with 15 control nodes defined at
distances of 0, ±50, ±100, ±175, ±250, ±350, ±500, and
±726 km from the ridge axis. At each of these nodes, a
dispersion curve was defined as a third-order (for Love
waves) or fourth-order (for Rayleigh waves) polynomial.
Therefore there were 60 (Love) and 75 (Rayleigh) param-
eters for phase velocity. The objective of the inverse
problem is to solve for the polynomial coefficients at each
control node and determine the phase velocity as a function
of frequency and distance from the ridge. The data for all
frequencies are modeled together in a joint inversion.
[16] For each event, the best available source parameters

were extracted from the ISC online bulletin (available at
http://www.isc.ac.uk), the Global CMT Project (available at
http://www.globalcmt.org) [e.g., Ekström et al., 2005], and
Engdahl et al., [1998] catalogs. Uncertainties in the focal
mechanisms, locations, and depths of the events were
accounted for in the phase, group, and amplitude uncertain-
ties, which were estimated in a manner similar to that of
Dunn and Forsyth [2003]. The initial phases for Rayleigh
waves had negligible sensitivity to the uncertainties in event
depth, but for some Love wave sources a depth difference of
5 km could shift the phase by p/9 or more. However, in
most cases the uncertainty was less than p/30, which
corresponds to <0.01 km/s error in phase velocity for a
single 25 s wave recorded on Iceland. The combined
uncertainty in the phase velocity structure due to uncertain-
ties in the event locations (<10 km) is <0.01 km/s. Although
event depth affects the absolute amplitude of Love waves,
this method only models relative amplitudes across the
array at each center frequency. For Rayleigh waves, the
depth sensitivity was only important when the event was
shallow (<8 km). While uncertainties in the focal mecha-
nism could affect the relative amplitudes across the arrays,
the source radiation patterns for all but the longest periods is
a secondary signal to the focusing and defocusing of energy

Figure 2. Apparent (a) Rayleigh and (b) Love wave group
velocities for raypaths that traveled both near and far from
the ridge axis reveal low velocities beneath the ridge. For
Rayleigh waves, on-ridge paths are !3% slower then off-
ridge paths at a period of 15 s, increasing with period to
!7.5% slower at a period of 100 s. For Love waves, on-
ridge paths are !3% slower than off-ridge paths at a period
of 10 s, !8.5% slower at 20 s, and only !1% slower at 50 s.
Apparent group velocity is calculated by dividing the event-
station distance by the arrival time of the peak of the Love
or Rayleigh narrowband wavelet. For on-axis raypaths,
events located on the Reykjanes Ridge are paired with
stations located near the ridge axis. For off-axis raypaths,
events far from the Reykjanes Ridge along the Charlie-
Gibbs Fracture Zone are paired with stations located in the
far eastern part of Iceland. Data for rays that sample both on
and off-axis regions are not included in Figure 2.
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due to the subridge waveguide (at long periods the focusing
effect is small). Amplitude uncertainties due to focal mech-
anism uncertainties are azimuthally dependent, but trends in
the amplitudes across the seismic array are only marginally
affected by this uncertainty. We do not solve for attenuation
structure and lateral variations in attenuation could affect
amplitudes and hence our result. This is largely offset by the
fact that we model relative amplitude variations across the
array for individual events, which have similar paths, and
we do not model relative differences between events [see
Dunn and Forsyth, 2003]. We can estimate a maximum
effect using a single event located at 1200 km from the array
on the ridge. For event-to-station paths in this study, a
reasonable guess as to the maximum variation in Q is 100
versus 250 in the upper 50 km of the mantle. For a 25 s
period wave, the amplitude difference is 23%, which is
approximately the minimum assigned uncertainty to the
measured amplitude values. This difference decreases sig-
nificantly with increasing period. At periods most sensitive
to the sublithospheric region (60–70 s), a large Q variation
from 80 to 150 produces a small 10% amplitude difference.
In general, the tendency will be to underestimate the degree
of energy focusing. Also, given the relatively larger uncer-
tainties for the amplitude and group information, the phase
information is the strongest constraint on the solutions.

[17] It was necessary to forward model the data first,
starting with the longest period waves, to avoid a 2p phase
ambiguity. Then, a joint solution for all periods and for all
of the Love or Rayleigh data was accomplished via several
iterations of the forward and inverse problems. The chi-
squared misfit of a solution was determined from differ-
ences between the phase, amplitude, and group arrival time
of the observed and calculated waveforms. Uncertainties in
the phase velocity solution were estimated from a linearized
error propagation approach and additional sensitivity tests,
as discussed below.
[18] In the second step, the anisotropic shear wave

velocity, as a function of depth and distance from the ridge,
was calculated via a joint inversion of the Love and
Rayleigh wave phase velocities. The solution was calculated
in a vertical plane extending 1200 km across the ridge and
600 km in depth (although our maximum depth of resolu-
tion is !200–250 km). After Takeuchi and Saito [1972], we
solve for VSV (the velocity of a vertically polarized shear
wave) and x (where x = (VSH/VSV)

2 and VSH is the velocity
of a horizontally propagating, horizontally polarized shear
wave). Compressional wave velocity and density are also
calculated as part of the inversion. However surface waves
in the period range used here are insensitive to these
parameters [Nishimura and Forsyth, 1988] and their solu-

Figure 3. Rayleigh wave traces (period of waves indicated on plots) for two representative on-axis
earthquakes showing amplitude focusing for energy traveling along the Reykjanes Ridge. The event-
station distance is (a) !1000 km for event 19970930517 and (b) !1400 km for event 19972401110. The
timing of the traces is corrected for distance and shown in geographic order from west to east. A low-
velocity region beneath the ridge acts as a waveguide that traps the energy of the Rayleigh waves. Wave
focusing increases with decreasing period, indicating that waves at lower periods are sensing greater
lateral variations in phase velocity; at the lowest periods the amplitude pattern becomes more chaotic
because of increased scattering, especially for the more distant event. This wave focusing cannot be
accounted for by the radiation pattern of the source mechanisms (shown at the top right of each plot).
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tions deviated little with respect to the starting model. For the
results presented below, the percent anisotropy is defined as
100*(VSH " VSV)/Vaverage. This type of anisotropy is often
referred to as ‘‘transverse isotropy’’ (hexagonal symmetry
with a vertical symmetry axis) [Babuska and Cara, 1991].
[19] The forward problem consists of computing synthetic

dispersion curves and partial derivatives relating changes in
the dispersion curves to changes in the velocity structure
and anisotropy for each column of the 2-D model and then
comparing synthetic dispersion curves to the dispersion
curves determined in step one. The isotropic 1-D, depth-
varying, starting model used for the 2-D solution (Table 1)
was determined by solving for the best 1-D model that
satisfied all of our data; while the starting model for this 1-D
solution was a 1-D model determined from the results of
Gaherty [2001]. We did not use the Gaherty [2001] solution
as our starting model, since we include shorter-period data
that require, on average, higher velocities at the top of the
mantle than are present in the Gaherty model. If we use the
Gaherty model as a starting model, it yields a higher initial
data misfit and produces similar, but spatially rougher,
solutions. Crustal thickness is not well known, so a range
of reasonable values was tried by altering the thickness of
the deepest crustal layer. A value of 10 km total thickness
resulted in the best overall fit to the data. Layer thickness is
uniform across the model, except for the water depth and
sediment layer, whose thicknesses were determined by
averaging known values along the ridge [National Geo-
physical Data Center, 1993, 2005].
[20] The inverse problem consists of solving for the

model parameters subject to penalty constraints on their
magnitude and spatial roughness. The penalty constraints

are applied as additional rows to the matrix of partial
derivatives that relate phase velocities to the model param-
eters [e.g., Nolet, 1987]. The 2-D solution at each iteration
of the problem is computed via the LSQR method [Paige
and Saunders, 1982]. We apply equal ‘‘roughness’’ to the
different model parameters, such that we calculate the
smoothest models that fit the data. Of importance to
the resolution of the images is any trade-off between
isotropic shear wave velocity and anisotropy. This trade-
off is controlled by the parameter, h, a ratio of the penalty
constraints on VSV versus x, as discussed below.

5. Results
5.1. Rayleigh Wave Phase Velocity

[21] Rayleigh wave phase velocities (Figure 4a), are !4–
6% slower beneath the ridge than away from the ridge. The
low phase velocity zone is 250 km wide at short periods
(<!25 s) and much broader at longer periods. Phase
velocities are asymmetric about the ridge, with higher
velocities to the east at shorter periods and higher velocities
to the west at longer periods. We tested the significance of
the asymmetry by comparing this solution to one that was
generated with a symmetry requirement, an f test indicates
that at the 99% level of confidence the velocity structure is
not symmetric.
[22] Phase velocity variations along the ridge are small

compared to the uncertainties of the data and solution.
Solutions that allow a linear gradient in phase velocities
along the ridge did not result in lower misfits. Figure 5
contains traces from four earthquakes with event station
distances of !838–1850 km; the traces show no significant
difference in fit with the synthetics. On the other hand, on
Iceland the region around the center of the hot spot has a
significant effect on seismic energy that crosses it (Figure 6).
After first correcting for the along-axis average phase
velocity model shown in Figure 4a, short-period energy
crossing this region has measurable phase delays as com-
pared to energy recorded on the nearside of the region. On
the other hand, stations located on the far side of Iceland
that do not have event-station paths that cross the center of
the hot spot record negligible delays. To remove this local
effect, data for waves that cross the region near the hot spot
center were removed from our final results.
[23] A common method for computing solution variance

for linearized problems is described by Cm
0 = Cm "

CmG1
t (G1CmG1

t + Cd)
"1 G1Cm, where Cm

0 is the
solution covariance matrix, Cm is the initial model covari-
ance, Cd is the data covariance, and G1 is the final partial
derivative matrix [Tarantola, 1987]. However, this method
may underestimate the actual solution variance for our
nonlinear problem, even though the character of the distri-
bution of the resulting values appears correct (i.e., large
uncertainties far from the ridge and relatively larger values
to the west than the east). Uncertainties calculated via this
linearized method were thus scaled based on additional
sensitivity tests. Randomly perturbing the final solution
and recalculating the solution misfit indicates that multiply-
ing the uncertainties from the above method by a factor of
five gives a better approximation to actual uncertainties.
The standard deviation for Rayleigh wave phase velocity
(Figure 4a) is <0.05 km/s for all periods at distances

Table 1. Starting Model

Layer
Thickness, km

VP,
km/s

VSV,
km/s

Density,
kg/m3

Watera 1.5008 0 1.04
Sedimenta 2.0 1.5 1.5
2 5.6 3.1 2.6
3 6.4 3.4 2.8
5 7.2 3.7 3.0
5 8.4 4.54 3.330
5 8.4 4.48 3.330
6 8.3 4.42 3.330
7 8.2 4.37 3.340
8 8.1 4.31 3.350
9 8.0 4.26 3.360
10 7.8 4.20 3.370
10 7.8 4.16 3.370
10 7.8 4.12 3.370
10 7.8 4.11 3.370
10 7.9 4.10 3.373
15 7.9 4.11 3.376
15 8.0 4.13 3.400
15 8.1 4.18 3.440
20 8.1 4.25 3.440
30 8.1 4.30 3.440
40 8.2 4.35 3.475
50 8.4 4.40 3.501
60 8.6 4.50 3.515
65 8.6 4.60 3.515
80 9.2 5.00 3.680
100 9.6 5.25 3.820
aSediment and water layer thicknesses vary.
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between –100 to 500 km and east of "500 km for periods
of 25 s and higher. To the west of "100 km at periods of
less than 25 s the standard deviation is between 0.05 and
0.10 km/s except >250 km west of the ridge, where it is
>0.1 km/s for all periods.

5.2. Love Wave Phase Velocity

[24] Love wave phase velocities show similar features to
their Rayleigh counterparts. However, there is no reason to
expect closely similar patterns since the two wave types
have different depth sensitivity and response to anisotropy.
Love wave phase velocities (Figure 4b) also decrease
toward the ridge axis and are !9% slower at the ridge than
farther away, depending on period. Superimposed on the
general trend is a narrower low-velocity zone centered
approximately beneath the ridge. There is no detectable
ridge-parallel variation. Phase velocities are asymmetric: at
distances <100 km from the ridge the velocities are greater
on the western side, at greater distances the velocities are
greater on the eastern side. An f test comparing symmetric
and asymmetric models indicates that the phase velocities
are asymmetric at the 99% level of confidence. Using the

same method as for the Rayleigh case, the standard devia-
tion for Love phase velocities is <0.06 km/s for all periods
at distances between –100 to 450 km, for all periods 14.28 s
and above at all distances farther east than 450 km, and for
periods 20 s and above for all distances east of "400 km
(Figure 4b). To the west of "400 km, the standard deviation
exceeds 0.06 km/s for all periods.

5.3. Shear Wave Velocity and Anisotropy

[25] We present a set of solutions in Figures 7a–7c that
differ by the ratio h, which controls the importance of fitting
the data with shear wave perturbations versus anisotropy.
The value of h is equal to 1, 1/2 (anisotropy more impor-
tant), and 2 (VSV more important), for Figures 7a, 7b, and
7c, respectively. Values of h larger than 2, or smaller than
1/2, do not result in models that fit the data. Each of the
shear wave solutions (left panels) exhibits a high-velocity
lithospheric lid at the top of the mantle that thickens with
lithospheric age and a wide and deep low-velocity zone in
the upper mantle approximately centered beneath the Rey-
kjanes Ridge. The corresponding anisotropy solutions (right
panels) contains a variable pattern with VSH > VSV at

Figure 4. Plots of the (a) Rayleigh and (b) Love phase velocity solutions (solid curves), along with their
corresponding standard deviations (dashed curves). The horizontal axis represents distance from the ridge
axis. Each phase velocity curve is computed for the center frequency of the wavelets (indicated on each
plot). Phase velocities are computed using the phase, amplitude, and group velocity of the wavelets
(amplitude is sensitive to the spatial curvature of the phase velocities, and group velocity is sensitive to
the variation in phase with frequency). (c) Phase velocity dispersion curves at select distances across the
ridge (positions noted on plots). In each case the top curve is for Love waves, and the bottom curve is for
Rayleigh waves.
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distances >200 km from the ridge, and VSV > VSH in a
broad asymmetric region within ±200 km of the ridge.
While the three solutions have similar features, the features
do vary in magnitude (e.g., a solution calculated with a
weaker constraint on anisotropy has larger anisotropy mag-
nitudes). Overall, the images are similar enough that the
subsequent interpretation of the images (below) is unaffected.
[26] Most of the variation observed in the phase velocities

translates into lateral variations of the shear wave solution at
depths <75 km and corresponds with the high-velocity
lithospheric lid, at the top of the mantle, which thickens
asymmetrically with age such that a thinner lid with lower
velocities is observed on the western side. Beneath the
lithospheric lid, the low-velocity anomaly extends to at
least 250–300 km from the ridge (lithospheric ages of
30+ Ma). In terms of lithospheric age the anomaly is

>10 times wider than that beneath the fast spreading
southern East Pacific Rise (EPR), which extends out to
lithospheric ages of only 1.5–3 Ma [Toomey et al., 1998;
Hammond and Toomey, 2003]. Sensitivities of the surface
waves to the velocity structure have long downward tails
(Figure 8). The long decay in sensitivity with depth makes it
difficult to determine the depth extent of the anomalous
sublithospheric velocity structure. We examined the depth
extent of the low-velocity anomaly and anisotropy by de-
creasing the allowed horizontal roughness at the bottom of the
model in order to force any lateral variations to shallower
depths. By examining themisfit of the data for these squeezed
models, this test determined the depth constraints that the data
can place on the structure. A squeezing boundary at 135 km
depth results in VSV (Figure 7d left) and anisotropy solutions
(Figure 7d right) with data misfits on par with that of

Figure 5. Rayleigh waveforms (33 s period) for four events that occurred along the Reykjanes Ridge
but at different distances from Iceland. The average event-to-station distances are (a) 1040, (b) 1191,
(c) 1656, and (d) 1708 km. The synthetic data for our phase velocity solution (solid curves) have the same
statistical fit for each of these events (shaded curves). Thus any along-axis variation in phase velocity is
too small to be detected by this study.
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Figures 7a–7c (c2 < 1). As the squeezing boundary is moved
upward, the misfit increases; a depth of 100 km (Figure 7e) is
approximately the shallowest depth for which the solution
still reasonably fits the data.
[27] Measurable anisotropy is limited to the upper

!150 km of the mantle. Our results generally agree with
the earlier work by Gaherty [2001], except that these
higher-resolution results reveal greater detail. At distances
>200 km from the ridge and shallow lithospheric depths
(<50 km), VSH is much greater than VSV with a magnitude
<5%. At distances >300 km from the ridge, this form of

anisotropy is found to 100–150 km depth. The magnitude is
probably less well constrained than Figures 7a–7d indicate,
because of the depth averaging of the surface waves. The
large increase in magnitude at distances greater than 350 km
from the ridge should be viewed with suspicion because of a
drop in data coverage and model resolution. In the broad
region beneath the ridge where VSV > VSH, the anisotropy
pattern is strongly asymmetric, with a magnitude of up to
4.5% between 0 and 200 km east of the ridge and up to
1.5% between 100 and 200 km west of the ridge. The region
of strongest anisotropy (most negative in Figure 7) is
significantly shallower than the region of slowest velocities;
it is within the lithospheric lid, significantly east of the ridge
axis. Our result does not contain VSV < VSH below 100 km
in depth near the ridge as suggested by Gaherty [2001]. The
reason for this may be that we were unable to use the
longest-period Love wave data used by Gaherty [2001]
(>50 s) because of insufficient coverage of these data across
our experimental region.

6. Physical Interpretation of the Seismic
Structure

[28] From our velocity structure, we calculated a thermal
model (Figure 9a) using a self-consistent method for tem-
perature, shear modulus, and density [Faul and Jackson,
2005]. We performed a grid search to find the temperature
values that give density and shear modulus values that are
consistent with our seismic structure. For this modeling we
used a temperature- and pressure-dependent coefficient of
thermal expansion [Schmelling et al., 2003] and the physical
constants given by Faul and Jackson, including a grain size
of 1 mm and a potential temperature of 1400. Since the Faul
and Jackson calculations are frequency-dependent, we used
the depth sensitivities of the surface waves to weight the
importance of different frequencies with depth. Grain size
and potential temperature affect the temperature values
calculated, but have only a modest effect on the lateral
temperature contrasts at each depth. The Faul and Jackson
calculations, in which velocity is controlled solely by the
elastic and anelastic effects of temperature changes, predict
much lower Q values than measured near ridges [e.g., Yang
et al., 2007]. In other words, in order to fit the velocity data
without the additional effects of melt or water these calcu-
lations require very low Q and high temperatures. This
discrepancy indicates that a small amount of melt/water is
broadly distributed everywhere beneath lithospheric lid,
which partly gives rise the asthenospheric low velocities.
Thus the average sublithospheric temperatures need not be
as high shown in Figure 9a. On the other hand, lateral
temperature variations may still be reasonably estimated via
this technique.
[29] At the top of the mantle (<30 km below the crust),

we find lateral temperature variations up to 1100!C. Such
large variations are reasonable considering that they reflect
the cooling of the lithosphere with age. While there is no
obvious way to compute the effective lithospheric thickness
from a seismic velocity profile, if we define the base of the
lithosphere as the depth of maximum negative gradient of
Vaverage [e.g., van der Lee, 2002; Gu et al., 2005], then
10 Ma lithosphere is 26 km and 40 km thick to the west and
east of the ridge, respectively. In comparison, a half-space

Figure 6. An examination of data and synthetics for
waves recorded on stations across Iceland revealing the
effects of unmodeled structure around each station. Here we
show data (shaded curves) and synthetics (solid curves) for
20 s Rayleigh wavelets; the synthetics are calculated for our
axially invariant phase velocity solution. (a) Traces from
stations that are behind the center of the hot spot, thought to
be near Grıacute;msvötn Volcano [Einarsson et al., 1997],
delayed compared to synthetic traces generated from our
axially invariant velocity model. (b) A trace recorded near
the north of Iceland, but not behind the center of the hot
spot, showing only a slight delay. (c) Traces for stations
located on the nearside of Iceland (southern and western
side) showing no delay. On the basis of these observations
we did not include data such as that shown in Figure 6a to
compute our final solutions.
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cooling model [Turcotte and Schubert, 2002] (calculated
using a thermal diffusivity of 10"6 W/m2 and an adiabat
calculated with variable compressibility [Schmelling et al.,
2003]) predicts a lithospheric thickness of 41 km at10 Ma.
Thus the North American plate is much thinner than
expected.
[30] Beneath the lithosphere, we predict a !75!C thermal

anomaly over a broad region centered beneath the ridge.
This value is similar to estimates of anomalous mantle

temperatures based on a geochemical study of rare earth
elements in Reykjanes Ridge basaltic rocks (<100!C [White
et al., 1995]). Note that the temperature anomaly in Figure 9a
exhibits a thermal inversion in the mantle, where higher
temperatures overlie slightly cooler temperatures. On the
other hand, the low-velocity region could instead be caused
by lateral variations in melt fraction. Assuming relaxed
moduli and that melt is organized in tubules at fractions
less than 1% and in films and tubules above 1% [Hammond

Figure 7. Tomographic images of (left) shear wave velocity, VSV, and (right) percent anisotropy. Shear
wave velocity and anisotropy are calculated together in a joint inversion of the Love and Rayleigh wave
phase velocities (shown in Figure 4). The images are oriented in a vertical plane, normal to the ridge axis;
the horizontal axis indicates the distance from the ridge axis; the vertical axis indicates depth below the
seafloor. The magnitude of anisotropy is defined as 100(VSH " VSV)/Vaverage, where VSH is the shear
wave velocity of a horizontally polarized shear wave, VSV is for a vertically polarized shear wave, and
Vaverage is the average of the two. Ratio, h, of the penalty constraints on VSV versus x (the anisotropy
parameter): (a) 1, (b) 1/2, and (c) 2. A smoothness constraint added below (d) 135 and (e) 100 km that
squeezes lateral variations in velocity or anisotropy structure to shallower depths (h = 1 used in both
cases). See text for discussion.
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Figure 8. Normalized VSV and x (=VSH
2/VSV

2) sensitivities to (a and b) Rayleigh and (c and d) Love
phase velocities as a function of depth. Values plotted are spatial averages across the entire region of
study. Each curve represents a single period (varying uniformly from 9.5 to 50 s for Love and 14 to 100 s
for Rayleigh waves) and shows how phase velocity information is mapped into VSVand x structure. Since
Love waves have horizontal displacements, the sensitivity to VSH combines that of VSV and x.

Figure 9. (a) Temperature distribution predicted if the shear wave velocity structure (from Figure 7a) is
assumed to be due entirely to variations in temperature. To more clearly show the sublithospheric
temperature anomaly, temperatures greater than 1500!C are contoured at 25! intervals, while below
1500! they are contoured at 50! intervals. Note the relatively high temperatures at the top of the mantle
just beneath the ridge axis (x = 0 km) and the deepening of the isotherms away from the ridge at
lithospheric depths. Our results are consistent with a very broad and deep high-temperature region (!75!
anomaly) beneath the lithosphere, as might occur for broad southward plume flow away from Iceland.
For clarity, the water and crust are not shown, and there is a small vertical exaggeration. The temperature
modeling suggests a thermal inversion in the mantle, with temperatures at 100 km depth being !50!–
75!C hotter than at 175 km depth. (b) Mantle Bouguer gravity anomaly shown by the solid line (data
from Dater et al. [1999], anomaly calculated with a variable thickness sediment layer [National
Geophysical Data Center, 2005] and a three-layer, 10 km thick crust, see Table 1). The anomaly has been
averaged along the ridge to produce a single profile; the 95% confidence interval of the mean is less than
±1 mGal everywhere across the profile. Synthetic mantle Bouguer gravity anomaly calculated from a
density structure that is determined by the joint temperature, density, and velocity calculation is shown by
the dotted line (see text). Dashed line is the same as for the dotted line, except that a small additional
density anomaly was added to the crust and uppermost mantle to fit the extra gravity anomaly at the ridge
axis (see text). The thermal structure predicts a gravity signal that closely matches the observed data and
indicates that the sublithospheric velocity anomaly is of a thermal origin.
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and Humphreys, 2000], the sublithospheric seismic anom-
aly could be due to an increase in melt fraction beneath the
ridge of up to 1%, over whatever the background amount of
melt may be in the asthenosphere.
[31] One way to narrow the range of interpretations is to

compare gravity data with synthetic values calculated from
temperature and melt distribution models that are based on
the seismic results. We gathered gravity data [Dater et al.,
1999] between the Reykjanes Peninsula and the Bight
Fracture Zone and corrected for water depth, sediment
thickness (2450 kg/m3), and a three-layer, uniform thickness
crust (see Table 1). By averaging values along the ridge, we
constructed a single profile, oriented perpendicular to the
ridge, of the mantle Bouguer gravity anomaly (Figure 9b).
[32] Using the mantle density model that was calculated

jointly with our thermal model, as outlined above, we then
computed synthetic mantle Bouguer gravity values [Talwani
et al., 1959]. The results are sensitive to the coefficient of
thermal expansion used to calculate the density model, but
we found that the values given by the Schmelling et al.
[2003] method closely predict the observed Mantle Bouguer
gravity profile (Figure 9b). Both the asymmetry in the
gravity data across the ridge and the amplitude of the signal
are well matched, except for a small region just at the ridge
axis where there is a 25 mGal, unmodeled, gravity anomaly.
Assuming that the sublithospheric temperature anomaly is
instead due to melt significantly underpredicts the gravity
anomaly, since melt fraction has a large affect on seismic
velocities but only a small affect on gravity. In other words,
the small amounts of melt predicted by the seismic results
give rise to an inconsequential gravity anomaly (to calculate
density models for melt fraction models, we simply replaced
the appropriate percentage of solid mantle, 3300 kg/m3,
with melt, 3000 kg/m3). We rule out compositional effects
due to mantle depletion as having any significant bearing on
these calculations, since they are expected to be small and
while depletion is expected to decrease mantle density
[Jordan, 1979], it also weakly increases seismic velocity,
and this is inconsistent with our results. The small, 25 mGal,
anomaly at the ridge axis possibly arises from the crustal
magmatic system and the upper !20 kilometers of the
mantle, where our seismic resolution is not sufficient to
image small, but perhaps strong, variations in physical
properties. The thermal structure and melt content of East
Pacific Rise (EPR) crustal magmatic system, as estimated
by Dunn et al. [2000], can produce a 10 mGal anomaly.
Another 15 mGals could be generated by additional cooling
of the crust and upper mantle away from the ridge that is not
part of the EPR model and by extending the high temper-
atures and melt fraction at the bottom of the EPR structure
several kilometers into the upper mantle. In summary, we
find that the combined seismic and gravity data are most
consistent with large lithospheric thermal variations and a
sublithospheric temperature anomaly of about 75!C. Given
that Q values are greatly under predicted, melt (or water) is
probably broadly distributed in the asthenosphere here.
However, the lateral variation in melt/water content must
be small (no more than a couple tenths of a percent) or it
would be inconsistent with the combined gravity and
seismic analysis.
[33] Anisotropy in the upper mantle is typically attributed

to the alignment of olivine crystals due to shear deformation

as a result of mantle flow, such that the crystal a axes align
approximately in the shear plane in the direction of mantle
flow [Hess, 1964]. The degree of lattice alignment, and thus
the bulk magnitude of the anisotropy, increases with strain
[e.g., Kaminski and Ribe, 2002]. In our study, the Love-
Rayleigh wave anisotropy does not indicate the orientation
of the fast axes, nor directly the magnitude of any align-
ment. Instead, the Love-Rayleigh anisotropy with VSV >
VSH has at least two interpretations in terms of mantle
fabric: (1) It indicates that faster axes of crystals are
predominantly vertically aligned, or (2) it indicates that fast
axes are predominantly horizontally aligned in a direction
parallel to the ridge axis (rather than the ridge-perpendicular
direction typically found in the ocean basins) [Maupin,
1985]. For peridotite elasticity tensors measured from
ophiolite rocks and xenoliths [e.g., Kawasaki and Kon’no,
1984; Ben Ismaı̈l and Mainprice, 1998], the latter effect is
weak, and for this reason Gaherty [2001] interpreted the
anisotropy in terms of vertically oriented fabric. The apparent
anisotropy would be greater in the second scenario if the
ridge-parallel fast axis alignment is accompanied by a
predominant alignment of the slow and intermediate axes
of olivine, rather than a random distribution about the a
axis. Such an alignment, which gives rise to orthorhombic
symmetry of the anisotropy pattern, has been detected in
experimental studies [Zhang et al., 2000] and natural
samples [e.g., Ben Ismaı̈l and Mainprice, 1998]. In this
case, the intermediate velocity [001] axis aligns within the
flow plane, perpendicular to the flow direction, and the slow
[010] axis is perpendicular to the shear plane. To enhance
the apparent anisotropy, and better explain the data under
the second scenario, this mechanism requires along-axis
flow with a vertical shear plane.
[34] An alternative interpretation of the observed anisot-

ropy with VSV > VSH is that it arises because of melt
distributed in vertically oriented sheets. Deformation experi-
ments of olivine containing small amounts of partial melt
indicated that melt may organize into sheets at an oblique
angle to the shear direction [Holtzman et al., 2003], sepa-
rated by relatively melt-free bands containing olivine fabric
oriented perpendicular to the shear direction. The heteroge-
neous melt distribution will produce an apparent anisotropy
in waves with different polarizations [Backus, 1965], in
addition to the anisotropy due to the olivine fabric. Holtzman
et al. [2003] suggest that the combination of these effects
might be able to explainGaherty’s [2001] Reykjanes data and
thus our observations, specifically if channelized flow along
the axis occurs with a strong shear plane on a near-vertical
‘‘wall’’ at the edge of the lithosphere. However, the location
of the strongest anisotropy within the cooling lithosphere
(Figure 7) and the inconsistency of our results with signifi-
cant amounts of melt suggest that partial melt is not a
significant contributor to the anisotropy. The anisotropy
may be consistent with fabric formed between segregated
melt channels during along-axis flow, and once the melt is
removed, the vertical fabric remains.
[35] Our pattern of anisotropy indicates predominantly

horizontally aligned fast axes at shallow depths within the
high-velocity lithospheric lid at distances of #200 km away
from the ridge. This is typical of oceanic lithosphere in
many regions, and can be explained by ridge-perpendicular
alignment of the fast axes in the horizontal plane due to
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normal seafloor spreading. The transition from VSH fast to
VSV fast coincides with the appearance of increased hot
spot–ridge interaction approximately 20 Myr ago, suggest-
ing that the anomalous VSV > VSH region is a direct result of
the hot spot influence.

7. Discussion

[36] Our study indicates that a significant part of the
upper mantle in the North Atlantic is affected by the
Icelandic hot spot (Figure 10). The sublithospheric low-
velocity zone and its corresponding !50!–75! thermal
anomaly fill at least half of the distance between the
continental shelf of Greenland and the Rockall Plateau, a
continental block to the northwest of Ireland. Our results
show that plume material from beneath Iceland is not
confined to a rheological groove formed by the cooling of
the lithosphere. Anomalously slow material is seen in the
upper mantle beneath lithosphere to depths of 100–150 km
and out to !35 Ma. If the shallow lithospheric groove at the
ridge axis is filled with high-viscosity material because of
the dehydration of the mantle upon partial melting (as
suggested by Hirth and Kohlstedt [1996] and Ito et al.
[1999]), then upwelling material is expected to spread out
broadly below this high-viscosity region [Ito et al., 1999;
Ito, 2001]. However, we suggest that the layer of plume
material is voluminous enough to spread out broadly
without this requirement. Given that the Icelandic hot spot
has been coincident with the North Atlantic Ocean for at
least 40 Ma [Lawver and Muller, 1994] and coincident with
the Reykjanes Ridge for the last 16 Ma [White, 1997], a
great deal of plume material may now be present in the
asthenosphere in the North Atlantic.
[37] Gaherty [2001] and Braun et al. [2000] suggested

that observations of VSV > VSH in the asthenosphere and
lithosphere may be caused by buoyant upwelling. Our
observation of a strong VSV > VSH pattern beneath the
Eurasian plate is consistent with a buoyancy effect com-

bined with a nearly stationary plate and little horizontal
shear (Figure 11a). Note that in the spreading direction (i.e.,
!28! oblique from normal to the ridge axis), the Eurasian
plate is moving 6 mm/yr westward with respect to a hot spot
reference frame [Gripp and Gordon, 2002] (Figure 1). On
the other hand, where the pattern is weak beneath the North
American plate, which is moving westward at 25 mm/yr,
any buoyancy effect may become overprinted by the larger
horizontal shear that may occur there. The strength of the
VSV > VSH pattern near the Reykjanes ridge appears to be
unique as compared to other asymmetrically spreading
regions, including the Kolbeinsey ridge and the MAR south
of the equator [Gaherty and Dunn, 2007]. Perhaps anoma-
lously high temperatures beneath the Reykjanes region
induce rare buoyancy-driven flow, yet it is not clear that

Figure 10. A simple cartoon interpretation of our seismic
results. Our results indicate that a thermal anomaly fills the
upper mantle over a broad region beneath the North
Atlantic. This suggests that plume material flowing outward
from Iceland is not confined to a rheological groove formed
by thin lithosphere along the ridge axis but instead flows
outward from Iceland over a broad area.

Figure 11. Three possible mantle flow scenarios to
explain the existence of our anomalous anisotropy structure.
Solid lines with arrows indicate plate motion direction,
dashed lines with arrows indicate mantle flow directions,
and solid lines without arrows indicate crystallographic
[100] alignment. Spreading rates listed on the plots are the
rates projected into the relative spreading direction.
(a) Buoyant upwelling beneath the ridge as suggested by
Gaherty [2001]. (b) Asymmetric corner flow. (c) Strong
southward plume flow (map view). Each of these scenarios,
or a combination of them, may be consistent with the
observed anisotropy patterns.
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buoyancy-enhanced upwelling is required to explain the
anisotropy pattern.
[38] Mantle flow models of strongly asymmetric, passive

spreading provide strain field estimates that suggest that
vertical fabric may be retained beneath the nearly stationary
plate even in the absence of buoyancy forces [Blackman
and Kendall, 2002]. In this scenario (Figure 11b), olivine
fast axes develop a vertical alignment during upwelling
beneath the ridge, and then this fabric is preserved beneath
the Eurasian plate where horizontal shear is small. The
weaker VSV > VSH anisotropy beneath the North American
plate may then reflect a stronger component of horizontal
shear induced by the overriding plate, such that the crys-
tallographic axes are realigning into the horizontal plane at a
much faster rate on this side of the ridge. One possible
problem with this interpretation is that it is not clear why the
vertical fabric retained off axis would be stronger than that
directly beneath the axis unless vertical shear continues off
axis and the strength of the fabric continues to grow. In
addition, there appears to be a good correlation between the
appearance of lithosphere with VSV > VSH and the initiation
of hot spot–influenced spreading at 20 Ma. There was no
significant change in plate motion 20 Myr ago. Finally, as
noted above, the VSV > VSH pattern is not observed along
other regions of the MAR where seismic studies have been
done [Gaherty and Dunn, 2007].
[39] A third explanation is that strong southward shear

due to plume flow beneath the plate aligns the fast axes
of anisotropic minerals in the ridge parallel direction
(Figure 11c). From the orientation of the V-shaped ridges,
ridge-parallel plume flow is predicted to be 10 times faster
than the half seafloor spreading rate [White et al., 1995].
This could produce a relatively weak form of VSV > VSH

anisotropy [Maupin, 1985], which could be enhanced if the
flow plane of the deformation is vertical (or nearly so) by
one of two mechanisms: vertical alignment of the olivine
fabric perpendicular to the flow direction due to deforma-
tion under melt-rich conditions [Holtzman et al., 2003], or
formation of a strong orthorhombic fabric with a ridge-
parallel fast direction and a horizontal, ridge-perpendicular
slow axis. Yet the reliance of a nearly vertical flow plane or
shear wall along axis invokes images of channelized flow,
of which we see no evidence in our mean velocity images.
[40] Our results and the gravity data indicate that the

thickness of the lithosphere is asymmetric across the ridge,
with the North American plate much thinner than the
Eurasian plate (Figure 7a), suggesting that the North Amer-
ican plate cools more slowly. Yale and Phipps Morgan
[1998] suggest that mantle flow in the asthenosphere of the
North Atlantic is preferentially directed toward the west
because of the recession of the North American continental
margin. As the continental root migrates westward, a zone
of negative pressure develops behind the root in the upper
mantle drawing in material from adjacent regions, perhaps
including hotter plume material. To the east, the Eurasian
plate does not appreciably recess from the Reykjanes Ridge
and so there is no such effect. A second explanation may be
that relatively higher shear beneath the North American
plate produces greater shear heating and thus a thinner
lithosphere. A third possibility is that hot plume material
accumulated beneath the North American plate in earlier

times, when the plume was located west of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge.

8. Conclusions

[41] 1. In the North Atlantic south of Iceland, we observe
a broad (500–600 km) and deep (to 100–150 km depth)
anomalously low-velocity region beneath the lithospheric
lid. The velocity anomaly is consistent with a !75 degree
excess temperature, which we suggest is the result of
Icelandic plume material spreading out broadly to the south.
[42] 2. Anomalous VSV > VSH anisotropy is observed in

an asymmetric pattern beneath the Reykjanes Ridge out to
roughly 20 Ma, which is the time of initiation of hot spot–
influenced spreading. A variety of mechanisms may pro-
duce this anisotropy pattern, including ridge-parallel plume
flow and buoyant upwelling.
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